
Model: Model: IB508-v2-KITIB508-v2-KIT

Kit with 3 x IB508-v2 Bi-color LED Studio LightKit with 3 x IB508-v2 Bi-color LED Studio Light

FeaturesFeatures

Color Temperature of 3200-5600K (300K)Color Temperature of 3200-5600K (300K)

(3) IB508-v2 Fixtures with Stands(3) IB508-v2 Fixtures with Stands

Includes Batteries and ChargersIncludes Batteries and Chargers

Energy Efficient and LightweightEnergy Efficient and Lightweight

Includes soft carrying bagIncludes soft carrying bag

The IB508-v2-KIT with 3 x IB508-v2 Bi-Color LED Studio Lights is designed and built for imaging professionals who want quality atThe IB508-v2-KIT with 3 x IB508-v2 Bi-Color LED Studio Lights is designed and built for imaging professionals who want quality at

an affordable price.an affordable price.

The Kit delivers field-tested reliability, solid construction, and all the features required for professional performance.The Kit delivers field-tested reliability, solid construction, and all the features required for professional performance.

The 3-Point Light Kit features include bi-color capabilities and a 60-degree angle that delivers reliable, consistent performance.The 3-Point Light Kit features include bi-color capabilities and a 60-degree angle that delivers reliable, consistent performance.

The IB508-v2 LED Studio Light is an ultra-lightweight, portable LED lighting solution that features bi-color LED bulbs from 3200KThe IB508-v2 LED Studio Light is an ultra-lightweight, portable LED lighting solution that features bi-color LED bulbs from 3200K

tungsten to 5600K daylight.  The IB508-v2 is powered by the 2 included Sony “L” series batteries, and includes an on-board batterytungsten to 5600K daylight.  The IB508-v2 is powered by the 2 included Sony “L” series batteries, and includes an on-board battery



life indicator, diffuser, battery charger and a ball head mount.life indicator, diffuser, battery charger and a ball head mount.

Popular applications for the IB508-v2-KIT include documentary and ENG set-ups as well as corporate gigs and film.   The kitPopular applications for the IB508-v2-KIT include documentary and ENG set-ups as well as corporate gigs and film.   The kit

includes 3 IB508-v2s, 3 CP light stands, dual battery chargers, 6 Sony “L” series batteries, and 1 Light Bag.includes 3 IB508-v2s, 3 CP light stands, dual battery chargers, 6 Sony “L” series batteries, and 1 Light Bag.

IB508-v2 lights are also available individually or in different kit combinations that provide added value that may include stands,IB508-v2 lights are also available individually or in different kit combinations that provide added value that may include stands,

bags and other accessories.bags and other accessories.


